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Shoppers Will Find
arains In Meats
Bithhough
prices are some
stronger on meats, shoppers
will be able to find some attractive values.
Beef, chuck roast, round and
sirloin steaks, short ribs, ground
beef and hamburger and beef
brisket are expected to be
among the best values in this
meat.
Pork chops and steaks, spareribs, ham portions and slices,
and bacon are featured in a
number of stores. Large displays of luncheon meats, sandwich spreads, combination
meat dishes and meats-in-a.
can offer ideas for economy
along with built-in maid service.
Moderately good supplies of
fresh red snapper, sea bass,
buffalo, carp, and oysters are
attractive fresh frozen fish
items this week.

Lower

wholesale

prices on

fryers should bring a good
number of store features on ilk
these. Stewing hens continue at w
moderate prices.
EGGS CHEAPER
Eggs are cheaper than in
earlier weeks, and for the best
quality, select Grade AA of
Grade A from refrigerated
cases.
Reports on fresh vegetables
are some better this week.
Sweet corn is coming in well,
quality is tops and prices reasonable. Green beans and Yellow squash are improving both
quality-wise and price-wise.
Home-grown spinach is now
on the market. First-of-season
okra, crowder and black-eyed
peas are arriving from Florida,
not yet cheap, but signs of better things to come in vegetables.

•

Game Commission Seeks
To Establish Pheasants

ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY South Central Regional
Conference . . . delegation from Alabama, Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee spent a busy two day session deliberat•
lag on aspects of the theme: "Women and Youth the
World
Unite for Freedom," during the annual meeting in Nash.
ville at Tennessee State University. National and regional
officers are pictured on the front row, left to right: 1.ucinda
-

B. Robey, Phylacter, Birmingham; Annie
M. Naylor, National Pan-Hellenic Council representative, Memphis;
Ruth
Powell, State Director, Mobile, Ala.; Melba
T. Lanier,
Regional Marshall, Nashville; Dr. Zelia S. Evans,
Workshop director, Montgomery; Mildred C. Boone,
first antibasileus, Petersburg, Va.; Julia S. Polk, Regional
director,
Jackson, Miss.; Emma J. Dewberry, Exec. Sec'y,
Wash.,

Francolin pheasants establish- and potential habitat of the
ed in the Dyer County area, species
involved. Then each
64 birds were released there
last week by the Tennessee type of bird is matched with
conditions which most nearly
Game and Fish Commission.
The release of the 64 makes compare with its native habitat
a total of 250 pheasants releas- according to available literaed in the Tigrett Wildlife ture.
Management A r e a, accoring STARTED
IN '63
to Joe Hardy, who is in charge
Experimental releases have
of the project for the Commis- been made in the
area in the
sion.
late summer and early fall
Locations for the experiment. since 1963, and
this concludes
al releases are selected and the releases
for t he Dyer
D.C.; Pauline S. Allen, former Regional director,
Colum- , evaluated by the project leader County area. However,
very
bus. Miss.; Rowena Cleveland, Tamais, Selma;
and the district game biologist close surveillance
Lois Guewill be kept
ringer, State Director, Nashville; Bernice E.
concerned
prior
to
releasing
on the progress of the birds.
Calloway,
1ntipokritis, Memphis; Tommie Johnson, Acting
I time.
grammatBiologist Charles Hendrix
ens, Selma; Vivian Stewart, State Director,
Information is collected f o r
Little Rock;
each site on land use practices, will make crowing counts each
Grace Harris, Regional Pan Hellenic Council
representatopography, soils, climate, ex- week and keep records of retive, Tuskegee, Ala.
pected landowner cooperation production. An evaluation of
each experimental release is
begun after the initial liberation
and the primary means of
evaluating success of release
areas are by the crowing count
in Elizabethan Drama."
completing requirement for the on the faculty of Houston -Tillot- census and interviews
of perMrs. Hicks is currently a Ph. D. degree.
son College in Austin, Texas. sonnel living or working in the
graduate student at the Uni- She received the Bachelor
of She was an editor for the Uni- area.
versity of Texas where she is Arts degree from
LeMoyne versity Press for several years.
Since 1959, one pure strain
also a teaching assistant in En- College, and the masters
de- The wife of L. Lee Hicks, an and three hybrids of true pheasglish, teaching two classes on gree in English from Howard
elementary teacher in Austin ants, totaling 25,000 birds, have
Introduction to English litera- University in Washington,
D.C. Public Schools, she is the mo- been liberated on 16 experiture. The fellowship will en- She taught at Howard one
se- ther of two sons, Gregory, a mental release areas across the
able her to devote full time to mester, and for five years was
ninth grader at St. Stephens state.

Former Memphian Gets Grant For Doctorate
Mrs. Cora Eiland Hicks, a
former Memphian and an alumnus of LeMoyne College has
been awarded a $4,000 fellowship for 1965-66 by the American Association of University
Women 'Education Foundation.
She will write her doctoral disseration on "Stoic Philosophy
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AN EVENING IN HAWAII is the setting
for Hyde Park School PTA Tea to be held
Sunday, May 2 from 4:00 to 6:00 P.M. The
planning committee is shown above: Seated. 1-r: Mrs. Betty Mimms, chairman; A.
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OPEN HOUSE

MAY 1
WDIA
SPECTACULAR
SWINGIN

Saturday, May 1st
1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
At The

SUPER ENTERPRISES.-INC. PROM! .•
THE BIGGEST

LIVELY ARTS
academy of

f STARS for
'
65
SHOW
°
SPRING EDITION

foe

now

B. Bland, principal, Mrs. Ramona Harrell,
Mrs. Margaret Blanchard. Standing (1-0
Mrs. Dorothy Hightower, Mrs. Bernice L.
Macklin, Mrs. Mary H. Ezell, Mrs. Dorin•
da Gray, and Mr-, Earline Mobley.
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SEE THE NEW STUDIO!!
AIR CONDITIONED FACILITIES!
MEET THE INSTRUCTORS

13 GREAT ACTS
TICKETS: $2.00, 2.25, 2.50, 2.75
HOME OF TIIE BLUES
AT: POPULAR TUNES
SATELLITE RECORD SHOPS
PAUL'S—GOLDSMITH'S

COLISEUM 8 P.M.

Jobootto Thomas

WS

Gloria Venson

Mrs. Evelyn Griffin

Planned Programs for Children 4 Yrs. Old & Up
REFRESHMENTS SERVED
Bring Your Chtldr•rs and Sari Our N•w Studit

FOR INFORMATION CALL MISS THOMAS

323-9308

These PEPSI salesmen travel
63,945 miles a year in Memphis
Murray Reid, Howard Wilson, Benny
Casem and Tommy Sanders are proud
to be part of the Pepsi Generation.
So it's no wonder they work hard
making sure that Pepsi-Cola and Pepsi
products (Diet Pepsi-Cola, Teem and
Mountain Dew) are readily available

to all their good customers. These
Pepsi salesmen invite you to Come
Alive ... Join the Pepsi Generation.
Enjoy a Pepsi-Cola, the modern light
refreshment with the bold, clean taste
and energy to liven your pace. Come
Alive! Drink Pepsi!
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Bottled by Pepsl.Cola Metropolitan Bottling Co.of Memphis,Tennessee, under appointmentfrom Pepsi-Cola Company, New York,New York
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Film Star

SELMA, Ala. — l,JPl — A with Negroes in voter registramovie of marchers and a testi- tion lines.
fying lawyer highlighted the
Thomas eliminated half tht
opening court session at w:tich list of witnesses submitted by
Negro attorneys began their the Negro lawyer after remindattempt to have Dallas County ing them of his instructions
Sheriff Jim Clark cited for con- that Clark's attorneys be notitempt.
fied in aavance of witnesses to
Federal Judge Daniel H. be called. The NAACP said it
Thomas said he hoped the hear- might call as many as 60 witnesses.
ing would be concluded soon.
Thomas ruled against Clark
A Negro attorney, Fred Wallace, 'testified that Clark or- having to testify for the NAACP
dered many Negroes jailed because if he was found in conwhen they were attempting to tempt be would be fined and
register during January and sent to jail. Thomas said it, was
February despite Thomas' or- a "quasi-criminal" charge.
der. Ile was in Selma repreAdditionally, Thomas ruled
senting the ..,egal Defense Fund again requiring FBI agents to
of the National Association for produce photographs of the rathe Advancement of Colored cial disturbances for the NAAPeople (NAACP).
CP. He said he would order
*ter in the day the Negro them later if they were neces
era showed a sound movie sary.
1
fi
taken during demonstraThomas further denied a re
tions that depicted young Ne- quest by the Negro attorneys
groes singing while marching that Circuit Judge James Hare,
in front of the courthouse Feb. a strong critic of civil rights
3. Clark could- lie seen reading activities, would be made a dc
a document. It was apparently fendant in the case.
a circuit court order forbidding
Clark, dressed in a business
such demonstrations. Some 01 suit, joked and smiled and
the Negroes were arrested by watched a series of news films
Clark and charged with conof arrests during demonstratempt.
Wallace testified that he saw tions earlier this year, shown
Clark shoving civil rights lead- at the first day of a hearing on
er Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.. contempt of court charges
while he was shaking hands against him.

NEW YORK (UPI) — Sing- She danced, twisted, sat on a
er Pearl Bailey collapsed in the piano and a stool and downed
, wings after her first show, then
returned against her doctor's
advice and belted out two dozlen songs to a crowd of 300 perSons.

Following a strenuous, onehour opening show at a hotel
club, the 47-year-old songstresscomedienne said she felt faint
and was carried in a chair to
her dressing room
"I just feel wooly," she said
after her second performance,
"just a little confused."
PEARL BAILEY
Miss Bailey suffered a mild
attack last Thursday and was
released Sunday night from Doc.
tors Hospital here. Before she
opened at the Hotel Americana's "Royal Box" supperclub
last week, she had been hospitalized in Los Angeles for treat.
ment of a heart seizure.
She made her appearance ainst the advice of her physicWASHINGTON — (UPI)
'an, Dr. William Hitzig of New
It is believed that the only
York, who was in the audience. A California Democrat, declar- person who would be affected
ing
he was 'tired of being ma- ' by the legtslation would be
She was administered oxygen
between shows and there was igned for what somebody else Powell's wife. Powell Is chairwas
doing" moved to slash man of the House Education
some question whether she
-4 would make the second appear- from $18,907 a year to $1,500 ing about Mrs. Powell's pay.
the
Congressional pay of Mrs. And Labor Committee.
ance.
Adam Clayton Powell, wife of
Yvette Powell is listed as a
Dressed in a salmon-colored
the New York Democrat.
secretary on her husband's perand sequined thre e-quarter
Rep. Line! Van Deerlin in- sonal staff. She works and
dress and matching shoes, the
troduced a bill that would limit lives in Puerto Rico, where
singer appeared and s ang to
$1,500 the salary that an the couple have a villa.
more than 20 numbers during employe on a
representative's Powell defends the arrangethe 65-minute second show.
staff could receive if he or she ment on grounds that his liar"Pearl can't do the things did not work in Washington or
lem district contains the larhales Negroes so much he closed
HATE - MONGERING segregationshe did 35 years ago," she wail- the member's home district or
gest number of Puerto Ricans
up his lucrative restaurant rather ed during one of the songs.
ist Lester Maddox of Atlanta carcounty.
In the country. His wife, he
ries a little girl in his arms as he
than serve them, was trying to
says, handles Correspondence
in Spanish.
leads 2,000 white protest marchers
drum up sympathy for the segregaHer salary of $1.575.65 a
tionist cause.
in downtown area. Maddox, who
, month is about twice the
4 monthly salary of any other
member of Powell's • staff.
Van Deerlin said in an interview that he was prompted to
introduce his bill by the heavy
volume of mail he received
from his constiuents complainey Mrs. Powell was receiving
By Whitney M. Young,
"I would send back pious,
self-serving letters saying how
Executive Director
much I personally opposed it
National Urban League
but that matters such as these
had to be left to the integrity
of each individual Congressman," he said.
"But then some of them
$15 per week. She reNow that Rev. Ma,-tin Lu- Its survey revealed the state would write back and say if
ceives no public assisther King Jr.'s Southern Chris- is being drained of 20,000 young I'm against it why don't I do
tance. The salary would
tian Leadership Conference is people. annually—wasting $200,- something about it. So I deseem a mere pittance to
mapping an Alabama boycott, 000,000 in tax dollars paid out cided to introduce this. When
anyone accustomed to
I go back to my district I can
the public has begun to won- to school them.
the national $125 an
pull something out of my pocder how long that State can
Complained one Birmingham ket and show that I'm doing
hour wage.
afford to keep Negro citizens resident on
this score: "We something besides talking."
Mrs. Presley stated,
in second-ct'ass bondage.
lost ourselves a generation; Van Deerlin said his San
"Many of us have lost
Few
Americans recognize they (young people) just don't
Diego constituency included
the cost, though, of our invisi- want to put up with all this
our jobs because we bemany military families and
ble boycott against ourselves, racial strife."
lieve in the movement.
that letter writers would often
the
daily
price
we
pay
in
is
terms
movement
But the
Birmingham lost not only point out how much more monof lost business, lost purchasstill the most important
the flower of its youth, but from the government than the
WHAT NEXT? • . . That's what this little girl seems to ing power, lost
jobs
and
lost
thing in our lives." While
be asking as she is tugged along in the Selma to Mont- sales abroad due to racial dis-1 jobs declined from 246,000 in vast majority of servicemen.
she was speaking over
gomery march by her mother. In the accompanying arti- crimination. The price we pay 1957 to 228,000 in 1963 under
nnany aot nieu of nem
the hammerblows of repeated
the phone, a woman
cle DEFENDER writer Betty Washington tells what is is high; not just in Alabama,
maligned for what somebody
racial
outbursts
against
segreFrancisco,
afrom San
but throughout the South and
happening, now that the march is over.
gation Wallace-style. Capital else was doing," Van Deerlin
bout to leave Selma,
In northern cities, too.
investment, too, fell off consid- said.
pressed a $20 bill in her per week. She explained
Aside from the violence, both erably — at a time when
dent from California
The second-term Congresspalm. She wept.
presently working with physical and psychological, many other cities were gaining.
further:
man admitted he was not parwhich
Another Selman, Will"My husband works the Selma Emergency our Jim Crow inflicts upon And tales of business cripcitizens and cities, there pled by racial unrest are leg- ticularly optimistic about the
ie 'rate, was fired from
at the bottling company Relief Fund said day- are some
profound dollar-and- end, particularly in the South, chances of his bill. Similar
the Alabama Metallur- and gets about $30 a
fired
been
have
workers
cents reasons for stopping it.
gical Corp. because his
week. His hours are for being ten minutes In "The Price We Pay," a although Harlem and Philadel- pieces of legislation have been
children had demonstra- from 6:33 to 5:30 and
the past but
late. "They try to ex- recent eye-opening report made phia and Paterson, N.J., offi- .”"^"^-A
ted in front of the court- sometimes later. Our
plain their lateness, but by the Southern Regional Coun- cials can also attest to this have never been voted on by
house, it was reported. rent is $17 a month, it always boils down to cil of Atlanta and B'nai B'rith's fact.
the Rouse.
Mae Francis Pickett
gas, about $7.50. We the fact that rather Anti-Defamation League, the
than take a city bus, "invisible" cost of hatred apsaid her husband, em- pay $6 for electricity
ployed by a beverage
and our food bill runs they wait for transpor- pears written on the wall in
tation from the car red ink.
company, had asked for about $25 a week. Then
Employment bias alone costs
pool."
a raise in pay to meet
the baby can't drink
the republic $30 billion annual.
the growing needs of his
milk, so I have to give
The Selma Bus Co. ly,
report declares, citing
family. Although he was
him similac. The doctor
and the City of Selma Dr. the
Joseph Airov of Atlanta's
only making $20 a week, said he has to have it."
are seeking an injunc- Emory University's economies
the request was turned
Asked how she mantion to end the bus boy- department as its source. Irondown.
ages to pay all her bills
cott. Papers to that ef- ically, the loss in personal infect were served on Dr. come hits the southeastern
Certain that he would out of $120 a month, she
Martin Luther K i n g, states hardest, he ways.
be able to find more lu- replied, "We don't manRev. Ralph Abernathy, Rep. Charles L. Weltner
crative work, the father age, we just do the best
Rev. James Bevel and (Dean-Ga.) figures his state
of five went to the Ala- we can. Every month it
bama State Board of Em- seems we get further other rights leaders on would gain an extra $500,000,the final day of the 000 a year if employed Negroes
ployment and reported- behind."
March to Montgomery. were paid the same as whites.
ly was told to "go ask
According to the U.
That's one reason the
Martin Luther Coon for S. Bureau of the CenReeves said relief est Negro pupils flock brightnortha job."
sus, the median yearly
money sent to Selma is ward as soon as they can get
income for rural Nebeing used to pay rent out. In New Orleans, a cockMrs. Irene Tarver and
groes in Alabama in
for stricken families, pit of strife over school inteher eight children live in
utility bills, food pur- gration, 750 of the brightest Nea rented 4 room shack. 1960 was $669. For
chases, clothing and hos- gro boys are attending St. AuShe had done general whites it was $1,737.
Looking at the overall pital and medical bills gustine's school. Its counselor,
housekeeping and cookJoseph Messina, says
unemployment
picture for those injured in the Father
ing for a white family
that over 60 per cent of its
"Bloody
Sunday"
march
for Alabama, statistics
until "the lady found
graduates go North for higher
out that one of my girls show that unemploy- across Pettus Bridge.
learning—and that 50 per cent
was in jail for trying to
ment among Negroes,
In addition, there was don't come back.
even under normal con- a $2,700 food bill incur- Small wonder personnel offimarch. She told me I
couldn't work for her
ditions is over 40% high- red previous to and dur- cers for Boeing aircraft and
Kaiser Aluminum companies
anymore."
er than among whites.
ing the march, and a there
can't find
The current crises is
Mrs. Tarver had work
$500 telephone bill for skilled complain.they
Negro help as in other
making
a
bad
situation
ed seven days a week,
Brown -Chapel Parson- cities.
30 PAYS cAPACE PER/00
age and First Baptist A like situation was reported'
from 9 A.M. to 4 P.M. deplorable.
ME"
/NTRIGUES
I
Don Stewart, a stuHer salary was $12.50
Church.
by the Nashville Tennessean.

Another Side Of Selma:
After The March Is Over
By BETTY WASHINGTON
What is happening to and money for rent and
the people in Selma, Ala., utilities. Our plan is to
now that the national
use Selma as the base
spotlight is no longer on
of operation to supply
their doorstep? What relief for increasing
happened when the bulk
numbers as the voter reof the demonstrators re- distration drive continturned to their homes?
ues into the surrounding
Hat the situation boiled areas. The response thus
down to "business as us- far has been gratifying.
ual"?
Many items heve been
Although day to day
distributed, but the need
living has in some as- remains acute."
pects returned to normal,
The Rev. Frederick
Selma will never be the
Douglas Reese, president
same. Two years of exof the Dallas County
tensive voter registraVoter's League, told the
tion orientation, demonDEFENDER some 200
strations, the attack on
people have already re,und Pettus Bridge,
ported loss of jobs bemurder of three
cause of their involvement in the rights moverights workers and the
ment.
final victorious march
from Selma to MontgomReasons given for the
ery, have altered the
exact cause of firing
mainstream of segregarange from actual partiOn in Alabama and reticipation in a demonvived the hopes of the
stration to participation
Negro community. Its efby a member of one's
fect upon white citizens
family or lack of patroncan only be gnessed at.
age of local businesses
While the Negroes
and the Selma bus line.
there seem unanimous
Reeves stated, "alin their feeling that no
though 200 is the numsacrifice is too great if
ber we are attempting
it will further the aims
to help now, calls come
of the movement, few
in every morning from
anticipate the number of someone who has lost
families that would be job. Many are trying to
left financially destitute
make it without help and
sif result of it.
have not even come to
us for assistance. Event4..ev. Ezra Greer, exually they may have to
ecutive coordinator for
turn to us."
the Selma Emergency
The DEFENDER talkRelief Fund told the DEFENDER "Many people ed with some of the victims of the job closein the black belt couLties
out. Many are homeless,
of Alabama have lost shoeless and without suftheir jobs and other
ficient money to purmeans of support as a
chase a loaf of bread.
result of their loyalty
Each person helps his
to the rights movement. neighbor. "That's the
Most of these individu- only way we can make
als have remained unit," one woman said.
employed despite repeatMrs. Shirley Presley,
find
attempts
to
work.
ed
29. and the mother of
Some have even been Ahree
young children lost
denied welfare assistjob
in March. She
her
families
affectance. The
had been employed as a
ed are in dire netd of
domestic worker earning
rti. medicine. clothing
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with the band and the audience.
As usual, all her songs were
spiced with her inimitable ad
libs laced strategically between
the lines.
"Oh, Pearl, you got something
goin' for you, girl," she said,
shuffling across the small bandstand.
"You don't go through this
world but once," she sang. "So
take it easy here."
Finally, when she had finished
two encores, Miss Bailey eased
her way to the rear of the stage.
"I just feel a little woozy," she
said.

Say Powell's Absent
Spouse Is Overpaid

..•11111•111,

To Be
Equal

Our Invisible Boycott
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MITCHELL - TEl STATE • set TUESDAY - society merry go
I DO NOT KNOW WHEN THE BLUFF CITY has seen so
many returning relatives and friends for an Easter week-end
as happened this year. Spring breaks seem to have been longer than usual in most colleges, for many were able to come
early and stay long . . to the delight of the hometown folks.
Needless to say, there were many social gatherings and
reunions, not to mention that grand old Easter parade when the
spring colors interpreted in chic hats, frocks . . and even the
gentlemen were noticed promenading with unusual fashion
consciousness. And, of course, the small fry literally walked
their legs off all day up and down the avenue in their crisp new
Easter finery.
someChurch attendance was at an all time high. But
times wonder, as it drops off so sharply on the Sunday following . . • whether Easter really means what it should to most
people . . • for it isn't only the returning travelers who are
missing, but those who were already home, who for reasons
of their own find it too convenient to stay away. Oh well
I'll let the clergy worry about that. ..
• • •
A HEARTY WELCOME WAS GIVEN Mrs. MARJORIE
ULEN on her recent visit, as she was kept busy each of those
far too brief days dividing her time between the Federal Building in CONGRESSMAN GRIDER's office here, and trying to
say hello to her many friends, and visit with her family. She '
looks very relaxed and finds her new position most stimulating,
and the life in Washington very exciting. Her other consuming
interest now is in the approaching commencement of her
charming daughter, LYNN who graduates from Manassas High
school come May; when she will return to take her place
among the pdoun parents.
• • •
ALSO VISITING THE HOMEFOLK were the SAM LAVENDERS and their son, who were visiting his family, MRS.
J. H. LAVENDER and Mr. and Mrs. L. B. HOBSON and family
row (I-r): Willie E. Lindsey, Jr., Charles Graham, Eev.
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Belote of Junction City,
STAMPS-HAYES NUPTIALS—Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stamps
of Pearce Street . . . Mrs. ANN C. HARRIS . . . looking so
Norsworthy, Ralph Hayes, and Harrelle Cooper. RingbearThe wedding party included (front row, 1-f): Miss
Kansas.
Baptist
Moriah
Mt.
at
6
April
Saturday,
married,
were
elegant at one of the formal dances . . . visiting with her parer, Marcus S. Norman; flowerlirl, Angela Doggett.
Emmett Suggs,
Starks,
Venice
Mrs.
Scruggs,
Gloria
The
officiating.
Norsworthy
W.
R.
Rev.
the
Church with
ents, the Caffrey Bartholomews . . . Miss PAULETTE BRINK.
(Hooks Bros. Photo).
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stamps, Mrs. Velma McCollins,
bride is the former Miss Frankie Jean Hayes, daughter ”i
LET, and Miss ANN BUFORD . . . sophisticated Howardites
Top
Hollingsworth.
Maxine
Miss
Alexander,
Verna
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hayes, Sr., 737 Dallas St. The groom
... visiting with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. JOHN BRINKLEY
on how to combat the pove9
and Mr. and Mrs. P. L. BUFORD, respectively.
plight enacted into the new law.
GEORGE A. LOWE, son of Mr. and Mrs. William Lowe,
TEENAGE PROGRAM
home from Illinois Wesleyan . . TED McDANIEL, son the the
She is reportedly workingThn
W. T. McDANIELS, Sr., and ROBERT DAVIDSON, son of the
a project that will set up a forROBERT DAVIDSONS, Sr., both home from Morehouse . . .
mat for each delegate to take
as was DAN HANCOCK, son of Mrs. VICTORIA HANCOCK.
back home with her and put
DR. dr MRS. A. F. SAVILLE welcomed home JULIE who
Into practice. The plan will
is making an excellent record at BRANDEIS University . . .
NEW YORK — How to be- on this vital subject as their deal primarily in working ,with
also MAUDETTE BROWNLEE, daughter of MRS. LEON
come more actively involved Grand Basileus, Dr. Deborah teenagers to keep (hens in
BROWNLEE . . . and WILLIAM BROADNAX'S JACQUELINE
with matching streamers of ance at this beautifully deco- in the national war on poverty
until they've graduated
. . ., MRS. CHARLESTINE MYLES lovely daughter, twyla; Miss Frankie Jean Hayes,
P. Wolfe, worked closely on the school
daughter-of Mr. and Mrs. Frank ribbons.
from high school, thus enabling
a f a i r. Registering will be the main topic that will
rated
DIANE WESTBROOK, daughter of the JOSEPH WESTBROOKS
passed
that
bills
Anti-Poverty
them to better compete id, the
Hayes, Sr., of 737 Dallas 'St., Bridesmaids were Mrs. Vel- guests was Miss Utoka Quar- confront the 1,000 Zeta Phi Beta
delegates who Congress with Congressman labor market for jobs.
'became the bride of Robert ma McCollins, matron of hon- les.
Sorority,
• • •
or; Mrs, Verna Alexander,
will converge on this city for Adam C. Powell as Research Boole Marshall Mrs. Eatha Mr. and Mrs.
MISS DELORES DEAN of Philadelphia, Pa, has been the Stam ps, sonBelote
of Junction Miss Gloria Scruggs, Mrs. Ver- Among bride's relatives at their 45th Anniversary Boole at
Roosevelt
Education and La- rynne L. Mitchell announced
houseguest of relatives . . . Miss Dora Todd, and her mother City, Kansas, on April 6 at Mt. nice Starks and Miss Maxine tending were Mrs. Gus Torian, the elegant Waldorf - Astoria Chief of his
that final arrangements have
bor Committee,
Mrs. LILLIE TODD. A very charming visitor, she is a register- Moriah Baptist Church, Rev. Hollingsworth.
aunt; Dewitt Aldridge, David hotel for a week starting July
been worked out for a 'Zeta
from
absence
of
leave
On
Mercy-Douglas
at
room
operating
the
of
charge
in
ed nurse
R. W. Norsworthy, the pastor, Best man was Emmett Suggs*, Aldridge, uncles; Mr. and Mrs. 11.
Day" at the World's Fair.:Sevsince
Memphis
to
been
not
had
is
pro- eral foreign and domestic, pa- Hospital in Philadelphia. She
Queen College where she
Jr. Ushers included James Buofficiated.
Dennis Rhodes, paternal grand- Determined to work on the
she was a young child of seven,
salute
"grass roots" level in their re- fessor of Education, Dr. Wolfe vilions at the
The bride, given in marriage ford, Harvelle Cooper, Ralph
Almarie
Miss
and
and
parents;
Miss Dean was the inspiration for several courtesies
by her father, was petite in Steve Hayes, the brieds' brothsorors won't had the satisfaction of seeing them with luncheons and tockthe
cities,
spective
get togethers. She was especially impressed by a large formal a gown of white peau de soie er; Willie E. Lindsey, Jr. and Cross, cousin, all of St. Louis
•
have to go far for information many of her recommendations tall parties.
Graham.
dance which she attended at Club Paradise last week-end,
Mr.
grandparents).
(except
fashioned with fingertip lace Charles
• • •
sleeves and lace insert at the Ringbearer was Marcus S, and Mrs. James Wesley AldMRS. ALINE UPSHAW of Chattanooga, was the houseguest waist. Her elbow-length veil of Norlan, son of Mr. and Mrs.
ridge, maternal grandparents.
of her sister. Mrs. ANNE BENSON and family following at illusion fell from a crown of Willie Norman. Flower girl was
tendance at the AKA Regional meeting held in Jackson. Miss. pearls. She wore pearl jewelry Angela Doggett, daughter of Groom's relatives attending
and carried white carnations. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Doggett. were Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
•••
• • •
THE RECEPTION
'Belote, Junctioli City, 'Kansas,
bridesmaids' dresses
The
MRS. DOROTHY DUNFORD GREENE former Memphian, were all fashioned by the The bride's parents enter- parents; Willie Belote paterMrs.
sisters,
recepher
of
wedding
a
guest
with
was
York,
tamed
New
Brooklyn,
now of
bride's mother in cool pastel
nal grandfather, Mrs. Rebecca
KATHLEEN DUNFORD, Mrs. EVELYN McDONALD,. Mrs shades. They featured short!bon immediately following the
maternal grandmother;
Stamps,
parish
of
hall
the
i
in
worn
were
SAMELEN
1)ell-shaped
skirt
Mrs.
ceremony,
and
ELLEN LOUISE STILES, and her cousin,
WILSON, last week. Many courtesies were shown her while in with soft headpieces of simulat-:the church. Mrs. Hayes receiv- and Mrs. Gloria Oler, aunt of
Midway Island, Va.
the Bluff City . . . She looked at Memphis fondly, having been ed leaves adorned with match-'ed in a frock of blue lace.
a Washington, and member of the first Drum and Bugle Corps. ing wisps of veiling. They car-1 A large number of friends Other guests included: Miss
attendin
were
relatives
and
Presently she is employed_ with the Telephone Company. ried nosegays of carnations
Lilllan Crtttron, Mr. and Mrs.
She expressed herself as being in a new Memphis . . but with
Clinton Hoskin, Mr. and Ali
the same hospitality.
•
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R. W. Martin, Mrs. Sarah Jenkins, Mrs. Matilda Lloyd, Mrs.
BRYANT WILLIAMS, advertising manager of the Tri State,
•
Jennie Greene, Mr. and Mrs.
Defender has just returned from a top level Advertising Man- c• •
agers Workshop. sl'onsored by the Amalgamated Publishers
Burnett, Miss Roberta
James
Award
Inc. which convened in New York City at the Waldorf Astoria
Stamps, Miss Larbecca
Hotel on April 23-24.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The ,who believe in its purpose and Stamps, Mrs. W. M. &rickSelected by the president. John H. Sengstacke, and GenerNational Council of Negro work with the National Coon- land, Mrs. J. H. Walker, Rev.
al Manager, (TSD) Whittier Sengstacke, to represent this newsWomen, Inc., has been selectpaper, he was joined by advertising managers from Negro pa- ed to receive The American 61 through the national affili- and Mrs R. M. Mann, Mrs. Anpers throughout the country and more than 150 Advertising Heritage Foundation's Out- ates, local councils of Life nie Jones, Mrs. Estella Hager
Directors from leading firms in the country. A few of the firms standing Citizenship Award for Members Guild.
and Mrs. Dossie Tuggle.
represented include: F. W. Woolworth, Wooloo Stores:. J. C. leadership in participation in
Penney Co.; S. H. Kress Co.; inc Chory's; H L. Green; Silver s. the 1964 "National Non-PartiDuring a Luncheon in the Jade Room of the Waldorf, sari Register and Vote. on an
they heard a presentation by Bruce Bortner, vice president, Informed Basis" program.
A
Data, Inc. giving the "Consumer Audience Profile of the Negro The announcement was made
PERSONAL
Community," a panel discussion included Andrew Hatcher, in New York by the founds.
Marketing consultant with P. Ballantine and sons, (former tion-s president. Thomas W INVITATION
Arey Brophy.
White House Aide).
During the 1964 voter campaign the National Council of
Negro Women organized a
"Call for Action" drive with ,
Radio Station WMCA in New I
York City.
AUTOM. FIRE, HOME OWNERS,
The radio station provided'
PUBLIC LIABILITY,
the office and telephone. Apvolunteers
125
proximately
PERSONAL PROPERTY
took calls each evening to answer questions on registration;
and voter elegibility for those;
,unsure of their status.
GAVE INFO
The volunteers were equipFACTORY
ped with information booklets,
AUTHORIZED
so that questions on change of
SERVICE
residence, where to register,
who the candidates were, and
similar queries, could be answered rapidly.
DO YOU NEED
The 1964 voter registration
drive was promoted nationally
PREMIUM FINANCED'?
by affiliated organizations of
NCNW.
Miss Dorothy I. Height, national president of NCNW,
spoke at affairs and to organi-'
xations in major cities through.'
out the United States in an efUP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
fort to come as close as possible to 100 per cent registration.
NO MONEY DOWN
The National Council of Negro Women was founded and!
organized in 1935 by Dr. Mary! 1264 GETWELL ! Open Niter 'Tit 9
4556 SUMMER
Bethune. Today the
,It1.11!4_*1 I
Plrenit FA 3-1 I 712 DIGS LOCArT
525-1262 McLeod
109 MONROE
inmembership
:4011414RA*V•Villble
organization's
ludes more than two million
'individual women of all groups 1

1Zetas Will Plan War

Frankie Jean Hayes Is
Bride Of Robert Stamps

On Poverty At Boule

Does your wig need repair?

we make them look like new
wigs. Expert weavers of wigs.

NCNW To Receive
itizenship

.ri_ _ _

•

NO

•

set it, style it and
repair your wig at

Carlsa's

GENERAL
HOME SERVICE

WE WRITE

To our finance plan. Have
the WIG repaired or buy one
on our easy pay plan

INSURANCE

DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL JUNE 15, 1965
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-t
PAYM

Floor Models Reduced
$100"

30 Years Serving Memphis &
The Mid-South
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HAS YOUR INSURANCE BEEN
CANCELLED?
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CARLSA'S BOUTIQUE:

SAM PLOUGH

582 VANCE AVE.
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CLUB NOTES
Ol4M 11 114/ 11 ••111Ma•11••1111111111•111111E1
ROUTHSIDE MEN'S CLUB was entertained with a
pwhetti i4pper at .the reaidence of Mr. and Mrs. William
Lit/vie/I Circle on Saturday, April 17. Mr. Burke
utke, 1
.
Is ice-p idetti of the .club.
is Only *lee of the members were absent. The secretary,
T.!!A. Walpill, long active in the civic affairs of our community
b
secured fr metul2erships for the NAACP, which is currently
ensaged •its 1965 membership drive. Members voted to adopt
the projeeiiof establishing a s scholarship fund for needy scholars. Clubl'eporter is J. B. Gibson.
;.,

7THE

ii

LA 111i:A SOCIAL CLUB met recently at the residence of
the hostes4, Mrs Ann Falls, and enjoyed a very fruitful meeting.
Memhefis set up their calendar for the year and accepted
three retigning former members. They discussed plans for
their annr
iiTea and Fashion show to be held at the beautiful
house of , ir President, Mrs. Curtis jean, 2646 Deadrick on
Sunday, May 2 at 4:00 P.M. A lovely hat of original design
crehted by! a local milline rwill be given to the holder of the
lucky nunsper.
.Membetke present on this occasion were, Mrs. Alma Morris,
s Katl*ne Armstrong, Mrs. Julia Pleas, Mrs. Cleo Draper,
M. Clankillarris, Mrs. Bertha Sullivan Kolkein, and Mrs:
son.
Bernice
• • •

•

..T• HE
GNIFICENT ONES SOCIAL CLUB held its April
nil/king 44he Airport, and dined afterwards in the beautiful
m. Mrs. Willette Williams is president and Miss
Passport
Mary Bea,J secretary.
MRS. MNA DUNCAN, 1615 Gaither, was hostess to memhelby Social Chub recently and served a very debers of t
The next meeting will be at the residence of Mr.
licinus m
and Mrs.
uster Shipp, 1172 Neptune, Apt. 3. Miss Evelyn
Harbert ig porter.
• • •
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Mrs. Charlene Turner, and Miss Virginia Turner, daughter
of Rev. and Mrs. U. I.. Allen. Standing: Mrs. Lorene Otiborne, chairman of Junior Miss contest; Miss Mildred Taylor. sponsor (Lester); Miss Dorothy Jones, sponsor (Lester); Mrs. Pearl Bruce, sponsor (Ilainilton) and Miss
Mose Yvonne Brooks, president of the Alumnae chapter of
Delta sigma Theta sorority. Winner will be crowned during May Week at a social event preceeding the annual
Breakfast for Milady, May is,

JUNIOR MISS CONTESTANTS — These five lovely young
ladies (seated) are among several contestants in the Jun let Miss Contest sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
shown above with their sponsors during a recent report
meeting at the Y.W.C.A. They are: left to right Miss Patricia Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe S. Jones; Miss
Georgia Alexander, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Alexander; Miss Janet Patterson, daughter of Bishop and
Mrs. J. 0. Patterson; Miss Patricia Martin, daughter of

Christian
Blvd.
Mrs. Manic Bridges this Mississippi
week announced the engage. church. A reception will be
ment of her granddaughter, held immediately following the
Miss Claudine Hester, to Davis service.
Penn, Jr., son of Mrs. Rena
Penn and the late Mr. Davis
•AYBOYS SOCIAL CLUB" will sponsor a Lawn Penn, Sr., of Mobile, Ala.
:THE
Miss Hester is a graduate of
Party on nnturday, May 1 at 1063 Greenwood from 8:00 until.
Booker T. Washington High
Prizes willtbe given away and there will be a gay time for all school and attended Owen colwho come.kPresident is Richard Gillen, business manager is lege.
She is employed with the
Memphis Alumnae Chapter of teach the modern trends in made to local high school li- arrive, she will receive a beauS. L. Dontiiian and secretary is Martin Williams.
Memphis Police department
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority will hair styling, using teen-age braries. The most recent pre- tiful corsage: and enjoy a won•
and is assigned to meter patrol. PRAIRIE VIEW, Tex.—The open its Annual May Week Ob- models.
sentations were bound copies derful breakfast.
of 12 issues of Ebony Magazine General chairmen of May
LES unmEs CHARMANTES SOCIAL CLUB is giving a division.
federal work-study program servance. May 2-8, with joint CLUBS INVITED
Week are Mrs. Lois Tarpley
Mr. Penn is a graduate of now in operation at Prairie worship of sorors at First Bap- High school campus clubs are to each librarian.
Whist Totyment at the Y.W.C.A., 1044 Mississippi on SaturAlabama State college and is View college will be extended tist. Church, Lauderdale on Sun- invited to send representatives Junior Miss will be presented and Mrs. Norma Griffin. Chairday, May ti; from 2 to 6 P.M. There will be door prizes and
to the clinic from their organi- and receive her award as will man of the Breakfast is Mrs.
presently an art teacher at through the 1965 summer and day, May 2, at 1 a.m.
,
Dorothy Evans. Miss Rosa A.
prizes for4ournament winners. To purchase tickets call 948- Carver High school.
the runners up.
the regular session beginning Preceding the main week of zations.
Observance will be the crown- Another consultant will be One's Mother or any other Robinson is chairman of the
3906, 948-248 and 946-5386. If you enjoy playing Whist, now is
The wedding will take place in September.
Committee for Mother
A large number of student ing of Junior Miss in brilliant Mrs. Bobbye Weinberger. direc- beloved lady of the family may Selection
your oppoftrity,to try for some very tempting prizes!
on Saturday, June 5, at the
the Year. Miss Mose Yvonne
jobs will be available for stu- ceremonies on Friday, April 30. tor of her own charm school in be invited to Breakfast for Mi- of
Brooks is president of the
dents, new and old, who quali- Representatives of each of the the city. w h o will discuss lady, Saturday, May 8, the day
personality,
and
high
poise
Alumnae chapter of Delta Sigjunior
and
charm,
schools
high
the
of
is
she
provisions
If
fy under the
before Mother's Day.
Economic Opportunity Act of schools are competing for this and give practical hints on how among the first twenty-five to ma Theta Sorority.
coveted title, with scholarship to become more charming.
1964.
Three types of programs will prizes awaiting the winner, and Chairmen of this feature are
be carried on during the 1965 cash prizes for the runners up. Sorors Pearl S. Bruce and
Surnmer Session. The regular Chairmen of the Junior Miss Ernestine Cunningham.
program is for full-time stu- Committee are Sorors Lorene Other features of May Week
will include Breakfast for Midents who are available for Osborne and Odessa Tate.
part-time work up to 15 hours On Monday, May 3, a charm lady to be held this year, at
Here's an easy solution on now to ease the
conducted at the Club Paradise, 645 E. Georgia,
Area Council agency for alcoholics, their
Per week. A fulitime work- !clinic will be
10:00 A.M. The Memphis
"bite" on your income when it comes to paystudy program is offered for Sarah Brown YWCA at 4 p.m. Saturday, May 8 at
Alcoholism has just receiv- families, and employers.
on
it
year,
be
eleventh
will
its
in
Now
students interested in working Serving as consultant
61,000 from the The office is open from 9:30
••••••,, ing bills. Arrange for a low-cost, easy-to-payGrayson, in- promises to be bigger and ed a grant of
full hours and applying their Mrs. Mattie M.
Christopher D. Smithers Foun- a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
years.
Maprevious
at
cosmetology
in
than
grander
back consolidation loan. Visit our office anytime
of
earnings toward schooling in structor
foun- Friday. Anyone needing as'nassas High School, and the Noted for the numerous prizes dation, Inc., a charitable
the Fall.
during the week.
sistance or information may
guests for various and dation whose major interests
Grayson.
awarded
Herman
of
wife
come to the office in person
A special program set for
Memphian, Mrs. interesting reasons, the morn- are in the field of cancer and
native
A
he summer will include a limor call 525-4855.
graduate of Le- ing will be further enhanced alcoholism.
a
is
Grayson
ted number of high school
The grant will help to sup- While the Smithers Foundaand
program
currently
entertaining
is
an
and
by
college,
Moyne
• 152 MADISON
graduates who will be permitport the Alcoholism Informa- tion operates out of New York
doing graduate work in the field fine fashion show.
City, it has family ties in
ted to enroll in an enrichment
Phone 525-7611
Cosmetology at the Univer- The Mother of the Year will tion Center located at 610 Mcof
Foundation
Memphis. T h e
program for no credit, and
Call Building,
and
time,
that
at
Knoxville.
presented
be
in
Tennessee
work up to 40 hours per week. sity of
The Center distributes edu- president, R. Brinkley Smith161 SOUTH MAIN
The enrichment program will At the Charm Clinic, Mrs. annual Scholarship awards will cational literature, operates ers, is a nephew to Hugh
Phone 527-8581
include counseling, reading im- Grayson will demonstrate the be presented to the local col- a Speakers' Bureau and serves Brinkley of 170 South Rose
provement and English usage. art of creative make-up and leges. Presentations will be as a referral and information Road. Memphis.

Extend Work
Study Plan At
Prairie View
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Alcoholism Information
Center Gets $1,000 Grant
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FANCY HIND.
PLUS EXTRA STEAK LOIN
TENDER and DELICIOUS

DAYS SAME AS CASH
or up to 12 months to pay

Phone 327-7321 to
Open tin Account —
It's Easy!

open an Account
327-7321...ortomake
an Appointment
Anna

LAND FREEZER MEATS
70
FLICKER

7O6LiKER

OPEN DAILY
10 A.M.-9 P.M.
FOR THIS SALE ONLY
Hours are Extended
1:00 A.M. — II P.M.
Sale Good Mu Sunday

OPEN SUNDAY
14 P.M. For Information

Mostly Steaks
•• row

Wi,qhts

120-150 lb,

GUARANTIED TO SATISFY•
•IF NOT RATISFIED RFTURN WITHIN
DI DAYS AND YOUR PURCHASF Will,
RE RI•PLACED OR MON'Y SEFliNDFD!

12-Lb.
LEAN
BACON
CHOICE OF ONE AT 9c

SAI'UNDAY, MAY 1, 14
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HUAC Is Not Group To Probe Klan

It is interesting to note that
Philander Smith College 13 the
first educational institution in
the nation to sponsor a middle
Income housing project. Its
bill denying the franchise to gationists of the South well. It ports .from the House Un-ABy
board of trustees organized an
Activities Committee;
group,
independent
Village EUGENE PETER ROMAYN all American soldiers, Rankin has- called integrationists be- merican
slid "If I am any judge, they fore it, labeled them "Com- they were added to the files
Square, incorporated, which
Un-American Ac- are communists . . "He did munists" and then Southern and indexed."
now operates a $3,000,000 pro- The House
Negro leaders have
,,, slot hesitate to use derogatory state officials and other segre- Many
Philander Smith is a four- contributing factors in the to- ,special assistance. Carefully Ject located approximately one tivities Committee with a long
favor sa. terms to refer to ethnic groups. gationists have used this HUAC been slandered by HUAC's tiles
year fully accredited, co-edu- tat educational program, whose!supervised independent study block from the main campus. history of being in
Dr. Martin Lut
cational, Methodist-related lib- further enrichment is enhanced is provided for the gifted Stu- The project includes five three segregation and segregationists He called Walter Mocha 'the material as "authority" to including
"investigate" the klan. Communist little hike."
Dr. King has said tffir
will
those
workKing.
dent.
smear
and
slander
buildapartment
brick
eral arts college. The Present ,*
story
peaceful integration will nev•
COMPETENT FACULTY
campus occupies approximatelogs and a shopping center This is like asking thieves to Another chairman of HUAC log for equality,
come if HUAC is• not abolguard
the
bank.
er
Opportunities
air
for
central
and
blocks
in
cultural
heating
30
acres
or
12
city
and
ly
with
In the 1040's and early 1950's Even in the recent Alabama -having HUAC
intellectual growth and devei- conditioning. Housing for mar- For almost 30 years this was Rep. John Wood. He came marches IIUAC's files have ished' Instead of
the heart of Little Rock, Ark
opment at philander are beinged students and faculty per- committee has persecuted men from Georgia and was an ar- served to smear those work- "investigate:the Klan Dr
anus. The div of Little Rock
continually improved and ex-,sons are available in the Vil- and women who worked for in- dent segregationist elected by ing for voting rights in that King has called for a special
is served by five airlines, two
commission appointed by the
panded. Carefully selected vol- lage Square development.
tegration under the guise ofsix per cent of the eligible vo- state.
railroads, several bus lines and
President to do a real job.
"Communists.' 'ters
:
umes are being added to the Dr. Ernest T. Dixon, Jr., investigating
both interstate and state highin his district because According to
New
York HUAC is the committee that
commit-•Negroes were not allowed to
library collection.
ways.
Philander Smith's sixth presi• The nickname of this
Times reporter Claude SItton, President Franklin D. Roose•
Present competent faculty
tee is 'HUAC" and most of .its'iregister.
Philander's present physical
When
asked
about Gov. George C. Wallace had
office January 1,
"sordid" and Presipersonnel will be maintained dent took
chairmen have been racist the man he said, -The klan, airected several state agencier veil called
facilities include new dormident Truman has called "Un• '
•
' American
and strengthened and new per- 1965. His major objectives are Southerners. Even the presentli„n old
tories for men and women, a
tradition,
to investigate both Southerners American itself." The last
sons of unusual teaching abili- to stabilize and strengthen the chairman is one and Negroes like illegal whiskey selling." and others (including
new student union and dining
HUAC was the
ty will be added. Cooperative program of Christian higher do not vote in his district. 'i The chairman of HUAC to- Department officials andjunsedwese- chairman of
hall, and a new library-fine
'late Freels E. Waiter. He was
1
,_ 0_, w,,iwi win,
of HUAC,4
chairman
first
'The
Programs and activitiescultit--:education,
with
arts building.
expand present tacit•• ....1 o men) coming into the state,'.a member of the Draper CornCollawhen it began in 1938, was!"" "'-e• ----n
various educational and
Additional physical facilities
strength-.Martifl Dies from Texas. Af•'Louisiana who led Southern op- as possibly subversive per-• mittee which is sponsored by
al institutions and organiza- ides and continually
being planned and projected
I poson to the 1964 civil rights sons." To carry out these or- . millionaire Wycliffe Draper.
tions in the city of Little Rock en instructional program.
lter the first year HUAC issued'bilL He presided at HUAC dere Major W
include a new science-modern
•
•
— W. R• Jones• head who wants to prove that
are being explored and insti- Also he is vitally concerned a report on "Americanistn." It'hearings when Southern
language building, a new gyminte- of the Investigative and !den-.N g nes and Jews are inferior
..a 1
uted. It is worthy to note that-'about preserving the algniti.lconsIdered absolute social 7,
nasium with swimming pool
r ' •
—
4 grationists were summoned to tificationDivisionf
He gave $5,009
13 Alabama's•'toe- caucasians.
some of the University of Ark
and other equipment for an en' the campaign fund of C
equality as'
121"ine
"
.iAtlanta in 1958. Negroes today Department of Public SafetY•Ito
1
t values of the college's racial
1e
ansas graduate and profession- "
can."
larged intramural program, a
In Louisiana are receiving phy- told the Times that files were
al schools are located in Little rich Christian heritage and There was a "love affair" steal blows because they are being maintained to enable of- gressman Walter.
new music and art building and
HUAC with its long history
Rock. These include the Tech- productive citizenship in to- between the Klan and HUAC
two new dormitories. It is exmarching for their democratic ficials 'to keep up with people
DR. E. T. DIXON
and reputation of favoring segnological Center and a Medical day's world.
pected that Philander will be
all along. In 1942, Imperial rights.
are
apt
to
in Alabama who
regation is not the agency to
Wizard Colescott arranged a
serving from 800-1000 students by a student exchange plan Center which provides training
cause us trouble . . . people
private interview with Dies Taking over as today's vice who have been involved in ra- investigate the klan. After an
by 1970.
with a predominantly white' or medicine, pharmacy, nursHUAC under Wil"investigation" HUAC might
Housing
which resulted in his urging chairman of
college. Other plans are in:ing, medical technology, and 1 High Rise
EXCHANGE PROGRAM
cial disturbances."
slap the klan on its wrist one
the Ph.D. degree in the health
klansmen . everywhere "to sup- lis is Rep. William Tuck of
process.
Philander Smith is now prosciences. Upon graduation from LUSAKA. ZAMBIA — (NP!) port the work of the Dies Com- Virginia. According to reports The 1963 annual report of itime just lightly as "punishviding quality education for , Each student at Philander is Philander Smith, students can — Zambia too has become dis- mittee." In the klan's publica- from the U.S. Commission on Major Jones' Department of ment." In view of the outragencouraged to develop to his continue their education at the
the Voter Edu- Public Safety (which supervis eous activities of both the klan
tion, "The Fiery Cross," for Civil Rights and
students from different regions,
("tallest potential. Clinics in
enchanted with the high-rise January, 1942 he praised the cation Project of the Southern es the ''Subversive Unit") and HUAC it would be a bless22 states, and several foreign reading, writing, mathematics, graduate and professional level
Regional Council, his is a dis- states that it received "One ing for our country to see both
principle of housing. According committee's "great service to
countries. These students from and modern language, togeth- without leaving the city of
trict where the percentage of hundred and one files on cc- groups abolished,
our country."
of
minister
Wine,
Sikota
to
The imperial Wined was white persons registered to
different regions and cultural er with tutorial services are Little Rock.
vote runs two or three times
local government and housing,
backgrounds, are significant'available to students who need HOUSING PROJECT
absolutely in love with the higher than the percentage a- •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Dies Committee (HUAC) and mong Negroes; and in seven
he said, "The Dies Committee of his 13 counties, Negro regisprogram so closely parallels tration is less than 20 per cent
of its potential.
By ROSEMARIE TYLER BROOKS
the program of the Klan that
Tuck was an architect of VII,
Washington Correspondent
here is no distinguishable Of- ginia's now discredited mas••••-•••-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
erence between them."
sive resistance to school lute- •
Top Negro politicians from favored by the national Demi
e
The racist German Nazis gration. When told thatt sdomto
the South poured into Wash- faces a primary before tha
T
stuartke w
eaaind,e
who killed m illions of Jews, parts
ington this week for a seminar general el
ilsor,
.ey
Negro,
ectioron,inwiflulbye fa(m
N
Poles, Russians, Dutch, French St
won't go along w
us, at the request of the Demo-,
ta
i
theew many
opposing
and others found praise for I say make'm." On June 10, cratic National Committee.
!him in the primary.
the Dies Committee. George 1963 in Danville, Va., police
It began with a "pep" talk
Reid
in
thee ifh
supDr.
t euwill h
0fh
Sylvester Viereck, convicted used fire hoses and night sticks bye
the Vice-President but the; port
havemachine
demonstration
aa
to
break
u
'Nazi agent, said, "I have the
election.
gainst segregation and injur- afternoon sessions were de. wins. In the general
highest respect for the Dies ed 47 people.
voted to "questions and ami he faces a Negro Republican—
sympathize The next day Tuck wired the swers" tackling the real oaut••ibusinessman Clarence Townes.
and
Committee
Townes, a young man also
issues of winning new seats and
with its program."
mayor of Danville and comand working hard for Republikeeping old ones.
Then came John Elliot Ran- mended him for the "forthright
It all ended at the White cans in Virginia was one of the
' kin from the "democratic" manner" in which the demonheart-sick anti-Goldwater Restration was handled. Tuck House with a reception then a publicans at the San Francisco
state of Mississippi to guard promised to stand behind the buffet at the Mayflower, the
convention last year.
the country against un-Ameni- mayor "100 per cent." Tuck, site of the day-long seminar.
Townes' ability to win will be
Prominent among the out-ofcans." He became chairman in a recent statement about
,
town luminaries were Dr. Fer- determined not by his opposifound
that
he
klan,
said
the
\of HUAC. He opposed giving;
nor his hard work for the
subversive about that guson Reid, a Richmond phy- tion
Republican Party, but by the
the soldiers the ballot during'wthing
who will sician who is seeking one of 8 kind of support his party gives
14
Ile
is
one
organization.
;World War II because he
seats in the General Assembly The Democratic consensus in
k
ometonpioanrt,
e
not . wanto Neg
e gro
roopsoolfdiewrs
D.C. is the Republicans are
iPate
the ikalana.n "inveatiga- of Virginia.
i,eof
ios
m phroving, but not quite enDr. Reid, who seems to be o
called on hint to protest his, HUAC has served the awe-

Philander Smith Planning
For 1,000 Studentl By '70

Washington Round-Up

The thing at Memphis Wig Warn
is still going on.
1
Something new is happening there every week
STOP IN TODAY
See what's happening tomorrow
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Mrs. Frances Miller says, come to breakfast
every Saturday morning, Paradise Club. See
our lovely display of Wig Wain Wigs.
Prices starting at $99.95 up

USE OUR EASY DAY PLAN or
LAY-A-WAY
NOTES AS LOW AS
$2.25 per wk.

HELLO THERE
Here is your old friend who most of you
already know. Born and reared here in
Memphis.
Mr, James A. Jubirt is now Sales Manager
at Ytl-Stafe FORM!! and Appliance Co.,
located at 1217 Thomas St. at Firestone.
4 years study at Henderson Business dealing with people.
Mr. Jubirt camp I eted High School here,
College, 15 years doing direct selling and
he is a family man,father of three daughters,
Sunday School teacher at St. Paul Baptist
mr
Church.
Jubirt sold two y ears at Woothen's
MR. JAMES A. MINT
Furniture Co. on Hollywood and wishes all
his friends and you to feel free to call on him at Tr -State where he is convinced
that quality is tops, credit is easy and prices can meet the Poor Man's Budget.
No one can say that this man is ever guilty of misusing when he is called upon
for services of any kind.
For a Fair Deal in your household goods feel free to let Mr. Jubirt call on you at
your home or bring you in the store and work a plan that will meet your satisfaction.
You will be proud of his services. Just call 527-7533 Today!

Mrs. Briggs says, snap your
finger for instant beauty. Stop
at the Warn, and let me show you
something you won't believe.
A New You • Come In. today.

TRI-STATE FURN. CO.
Mrs. Dorothy V. Young says, ask
your husband to stop looking at
other women in wigs, and buy you
a wig from Wig Warn.
100% HUMAN HAIR
GUARANTEED

NO MONEY D011111

MEMPHIS WIG WAM
94 SO. MAIN

525.1433

1217 THOMAS

527-7533

Jubirt works for a company who takes
Feat pleasure in making church contributions
Mr.

all sales. Therefore we are making an
allowance to any customer that buys here

'ON

at our store, a contribution to his or her
church In the amount of 2% of the entire
sale to your church to be applied on the
member & customers church pledge of
tithers on any that the customer may desire.

With the Negro vote, this
seems to be the story of the
Republican Party.
. Other Virginians be
"schooled" by the Dems are
Dr. William S. Thornton, Dr.
James Holley, III, Mrs. N.
osepi
. Mason,o,j
Jesse Rattles,
Donvi
mi nag, Mrs.
W.
Valentine,
Owens, Mrs. Edna
Mrs. Ruth Harvey, Mrs. A. By.
Iron Smith, Moses Riddick.
Oihers, Themas Young, publisher of the Ni rfolk Journal and
Guide, Franklir Gayies, John
Drew, George A. Pannell, and
islets Mknkins,
Other prominent southern politicians are the Rev. K. L. Boford,Tuskegee; Malcolm Cunningham and Henry Arrington.
Loth of Florida; Senators Leroy
Johnson and Horace Ward of
Georgia; Mrs. Hortense Young
of Louisville, Ky., A. P. Toread, Jackson V. Acox of
Lou- isian a.
Others, Or. Felix Dunn of
Gulfport, Miss., Jahn Winters,
John Stewart, both of Nilla
Mansfield Douglas, and RAW
Lillard and A. W. Willis.
The Texas crowd was typical
of the stories you bear, big:
George Allen, the Rev. Marvin
Griffin, M..s. Hattie Mae White,
tAhse.be
j.
prry Butler, Jr., T. M. Cole,
M. or
Audserson,W
m .Ittr
shfS
.cott and
Roy Wilkins, exeeutive director of the NAACP, leaves for
Berlin, London and Paris for a
week's trip on a state Department greet, the Anierican specialists program which is a subsidiary of the international cultural exchange pregram.
He will lecture oil civil rights
for the annual lecttite series in
Berlin; make televilicm appearfances
Bm
cesand
Lradio appearances
in
He leaves Apr. U.
prom
tiierewie.
li wpf
di
gram ()
GorradeineatIo;
came the new edghation MIR
for the Education and Labor
Committee chaired by Rep.
Adam C. Powell (b. N.Y.> at
high noor as the chairman
struck the gavel adjourning the
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Clark Picks Prexy
From Fisk Faculty

Vanderbilt Historian To
Conclude Hanson Lectures
Dr. Dewey W. Grantham, Jr.:construction of American Poliprofessor of history at Vander- tics" on May 7. Both lectures
bilt University and author of will begin at 8 p.m.
the book, "Hoke Smith and the Dr. Grantham will be the
Politics of the New South,",fifth lecturer in a series
will close a series of lectures, known as the Alma C. Hanson
fliMay 6-7, at LeMoyne College. 'Memorial Lectures.
The teacher - author will
I The Vanderbilt professor is
speak in the Alumni Room of
a
of the American HisWills F. Price Library on the member
torical Association. He won
LeMoyne campus. He will disthe Sydnor Memorial Award of
cuss "The South and the Politics of Sectionalism" on May .the SG:Ahern Historical Associ6 and "The South and the Re- ation for his book.

Jobs Of Future Subject
Of 'Lunch' Book Review

Opinion Shifts
To Favor Ala.
Boycott: King

F B I Informer Supplies Info To Ala. Jury

ORGAN MUSIC

FREEMAN'S WAREHOUSE AIR CONDITIONER SALE

ADMIRAL

• NORGE

2 Pc.
LIVING ROOM SUITE
As Low As
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HIGH CAPACITY ADMIRAL ROYAL SERIES AIR CONDITIONERS LET YOU ENJOY DRY-COOLED AIR IN
SEVERAL ROOMS—EVEN AN. ENTIRE HOUSE.

(go,:

Slieeprnaster models in 6,000 to 8,000 BTU capacities provide
extra-quiet cooling for rooms up to 575 sq. ft. Available for
through-the-wall installation or with FAST MOUNT feature (as
illustrated) which permits easy do-it-yourself installation, in
windows of varying widths up to 40" wide. Weather-resistant
aluminum frame and expanding side panels hold securely in
windows, yet you can install the unit In minutes. Handsomely
styled with wood-grain vinyl front.

BEAUTIFUL
DINETTE
$3995
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tight.
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NO DOWN PAYMENT
UP TO 36 MONTHS
TO PAY
conscientiously manufactured... rigidly
Superbly engineered
tested at every step in its production, the. Fedders power plant
reflects the highly developed skills and techniques of an organization that has specialized in heat transfer and comfort control for
six decades. The finest components are used at no extra cost to
yedders owners because of mass purchasing and production econothies available only to the world's largest selling air conditioner,
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WEI 8-2666
Lauderdale
S.
1940
INC.
FURNISHING
HOME
FREEMAN
2666
WM 8Call or seine in to s•• Scott for
your Furniture or Wig n•eds With the purchase of $390.00
or more you will recelv• FREE so
10014 Human Hair Wig of your
cheic• of color.
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LeMoyne Alumni
Will Cast Vote
On Next Sunday

Dr. Vivian Wilson Henderson economics and business adminhas been elected by Clark col- istration since 1952.
lege's Board of Trustees to be- NATIONALLY KNOWN
come the institution's eigh- lie is a graduate of North Alumni of LeMoyne College
Carolina college and earned the will meet this Sunday, May 2,
teenth president.
The announcement of Dr. in asters and doctorate degrees a 5 p.m. to consider recomHenderson's appointment cli- at the State University of Iowa. mendations of a nominating
maxed a search for a new pres- Dr. ilenderson is nationally committee composed of Mrs.
ident which began three years known as an educator, as the
ago when Dr. James P. Brew- author of numerous articles and Letitia L. Poston, chairman;
ley first announced retirement books on economics, as an ac- Leonard Shields and Miss Euplans which will become ef- tive participant in civic and nice Carruthers.
fective in June, ending a 24- church organizations, and as Mrs. Ann L. Weathers is
year term as president o fthe a consultant to industrial firms,
president of the local unit,
college and a total of 40 years government agencies and priRoscoe McWilliams, first vice
vate foundations.
of service to the institution.
The president-elect is a Ten- At Fisk university Dr. Hen- president, and Elmer L. Hennessean with wide experience derson has served as director derson, second vice president.
in collegiate administration. of the Summer Session, directAnother committee making
His background includes teach- or of the Race Relations deJobs for the future, their in- log enough jobs to go around.
administrative posi- partnient, and from 1956-59 was plans for the alumni reception
and
ing
evitable scarcity and what can For his softhion, the public
tions at Prairie View and North 'director of the Institute for So- for LeMoyne's graduating senbe done to find more, is the is invited by the Memphis PubCarolina colleges and at Fisk cial Studies Teachers sponsor- iors will report to the body.
subject of the book to be reuniversity where he has been ed by the Phelps-Stokes Fund. The committee is composed of
lic Library to attend the reviewed at Cossitt Library's
chairman of the department of For the past eleven
years he Mrs. Susie Hightower. chair"Lunching with Books" pro- view.
has been director of the InstiIt is the last in the April semiLgram this Thursday April 29.
civil rights movement, tute on Economic Education at man. Miss Mildred Coburn,
the
in
IP THE PRIFE OF PROSPER- ries on "Prosperity-Poverty:
and spent 52 minutes voting on Fisk university sponsored by Mrs Daisy Norman, Miss NaITY, by Peter L. Bernstein, will USA Style." Programs in May
whether to return murder in- the Joint Council of Economic omi Gordon, Mrs. LeEleanor
C.
Ervin
Dr.
by
examined
7.center on "American Past.
dictments as requested by the'Education of New York.
Benson and Mr. Henderson.
Buell, professor of political
state.
science at Memphis State uni- times:" camping, baseball and
The panel could not report its
television.
versity.
findings to Thagard, however,
For the convenience of those
because the judge was out of
unable to attend the program,
town on business. So it recessit will be taped live and broaded until this morning.
cast over WMPS-Fal around 8
'• • •
P.M. the same evening.
to right: (front roe ) Mrs. Margaret Riley,
LES DAMES CHARNIAXTES — Social
official'
placed
highly
A
Mr. Bernstein, an investment
Mrs. Lanette Mana)ian, and Miss Fannie source said that one of the four
Club members will sponsor a WHIST
counsellor and economist, beTournament at the Sarah Brown Y.W.C.A., Smith. Standing: Mi. Joe Iris Owen, Mrs. Ku Klux Klansmen arrested on
lieves that we must change "the
1044 Mississippi Ave., Saturday, May 1 Shirley Jones, Mrs. ora Reeves, and Mrs. federal charges in the Liuzzo
soour
Dr.
Martin Luther King, ln
entire orientation of
2 to 6 P.M. There will be door prizes C. Smith. To purchase tickets, call 948-3906, slaying was an undercover man
from
edleisure,
ciety toward work,
Alabama for less than 24 hours and Tournament prizes. Members are left 948-2458 and 948.5386.
or the FBI.
age."
ucation and old
to inspect the progress of the _
The source said Gary ThomLarge increases in the labor
as Rowe, Jr , 31, of Birmingcampaign, told a mass rally that
force as a result of the populaham, was with three nighttion explosion has posed the public opinion across the nation
riders when they shot Mrs. Liproblem, he points out, of find. "has shifted in favor of the boyuzzo, a 38-year-old mother of
cott of Alabama."
HAYNEVILLE, Ala. — (UPI)in May, likely beginning May statements of the President and five from Detroit, on U.S. 80
Dr. King's first trip to Ala- — An Alabama Grand Jury in- 3, and be confined to a single others in high government war Lowndesboro the night of
places in connection with this March 25.
bama since the 50-mile Selo:ta- dicted three Ku Klux Klansmen session to save court costs.
event."
Make your special
The source said Rowe' "did
to-Montgomery march last on murder charges in the night- Circuit solicitor Arthur Gamprogram more meaningful. month, said "just as the God of rider slaying of civil rights ble read the report of the "We feel that these actions all he could" to prevent the
to the judge. It in- and statements have been un- killing, "But he couldn't do it
Airange for beautiful the universe boycotts sin, we worker Mrs. Viola Gregg Liuz- Grand .lurystatement
denouncing just and unfair and have crest without endangering his own
cluded a
zo.
evils
of the The Lowndes County Grand outside interests.
Hammond Organ Muth must boycott the
ad undue and unusual problems life." The FBI is said to be in
possession of the murder weapJury presented the indictment anicis Grand Jury wants to in this matter."
Call 272-1691 state of Alabama."
After his 15-minute speech to Alabama Circuit Judge T. make it clear that it resents Under Alabama law, the de- on, a .38 caliber pistol.
Mr. Pfund
beh.re disi persons in Brown Werth-Thagard, t h e slight, and deplores the actions of fendants are entitled to sepa- Mrs. Liuzzo was shot to
white-haired jurist who will various extreme outside groups rate trials if they so request. death while returning to MontHAMMOND ORGAN STUDIOS Chapel AME Church, King and preside
responsible for bringing this The Grand Jury concluded a gomery from Selma for another
at the trial.
Factory-approved warranty avettable ONLY
Negro leaders returned to Atlan2184 Union
Iron your Cadillac dealer.
Thagard earlier had said, in trouble to our county," the two-day investigation of the car load of Negroes who had
ta for a meeting to discuss the the event of indictments, he statement said.
shooting of Mrs. Liuzzo, the participated in a civil rights
JA 1-9111110
Union
482 S. Perkins Ext.
proposed boycott.
would like the trial to be held "It deplores the action and first white woman to be killed march.

win will be
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Call or come in to se• Shannon
for your Furniture needs - With
the purchase of $390.00 worth
sof Furniture, you will receive
FREI a 100%, Human Hair Wig
of your choice of color.

JAMES T
Aser.

SHANNON
Sor•• Menerte
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A.S. Doc Young
Good Morning, Sports!

Patterson Seeks Clay Bout, Would Like Liston Go Next

STOCKHOLM, Sweden — (UPI) — Former world
heavy weight champion Floyd Patterson said that
Cassius Clay had promised him a title fight in Sept
tember and if he won that he would like to go agains
time.
third
Sonny Liston for the

nied
Patterson was accompa
mole of her beErnest Fowler on
after a third match for me to see
lawyer
oy
quit
to
is
married
to meet Sonny for the third the ring
home."
got a family fore she gets
this trip to "my second
time. This one I'd like staged with Sonny. I've
much of me. I've boxing", he joked.
here, in Sweden," Patterson who don't see
got a daughter who is eight
said.
only chance
Pi.tterson addcil, "I'd quit years old and the

Patterson, who arrived for 0
++++40+++++++++++++4+41
a may 14 fight here against
It's Not Too Early 11
w TO HANG
an
,
Texas
of
Houston
rod Herring
seen
even
never
"I've
said,
t
Herring and I don't know the
Irst thing about him.
staor
"But if I can't beat him
and soundly, 11 quit and for
I
get all my amtitions about re(((ill'
gaining the world title.
*to
"Cassius has promised me a
if
er
next
Septemb
title match
he succeeds in rettining his
in Boston
Liston
against
crown
on May 25. If I get this match
with Clay and beat him I'd like
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h Hanktime.
TalkcallWit
Littleteleph
at dinner
came
one

But
The
food turned
His
it.
about
s
graciou
was
Aaron
Hank
ly, in a freecold. But he answered questions cordial
e.
bariton
g
flowin
want"How's you ankle?" the guy on the 'phone
; ed to know.
couple clays ago,"
1 . "Much better than it was a
BILL RUSSELL
Brave. "There's,
said Hank, the mightiest Milwaukee
now."
i more freedom
ber, it
This was Hank's left ankle. Last Septem
'
for 19
line-up
the
Fully lined. Beautiful jacof
started paining, taking him out
in
quard and antique satin.
But,
on.
operati
winter
no
been
d
/ games. There'
Colors: White, chamg again and
i Florida spring training, it started hurtin
pagne. Traverse on winsurgery.
dows to 40" wide, 84"
' Hank rushed north for remedial
BOSTON, — The eye injury Bill Russell sufferduring the
long, pair 57,95.
Why hadn't he submitted to surgery
,1
' decisive fifth games victory
Celtics
Double widths,
Boston
the
in
ed
athlete
strong
r
great,
1 off-season? Was he anothe
Pair $16.95
Louis over the Los Angeles Llikers Sunday was termed not
Joe
as
scapel
n's
surgeo
a
before
I who flinched
You must see these
s wife.
center'
star
the
by
serious
drill?
exceptional values!
l fainted before the dentist's
"Bill is coming along fine," said Mrs. Rose Rus.
of a floatNo. Hank, it developed, was a victim
,
't come unstuck, sell at the couple's Reading
1
'
ing bone spur that got stuck, wouldn
Mass, home. "I think his tr- and said, "It was a great thrill, 1
long as the spur jury is a lot less serious than that applause, and a great feelAs
advice.
l
medica
' and vacillating
wheel around. we first though. But he is tired, ing, honestly."
' floated in his ankle, he could hit and
During the riotous celebration +
other bones, just plain tired."
two
n
betwee
stuck
got
, But when the spur
Russell got a finger in the in the locker room, Russell said
their
up
make
t
right eye during Sundays game the pain had returned. Dr. •-•
It was Achesville. Physicians couldn'
ordered no winter's when the Celtics clobbered the Baruch Sachs, an eye specialist,
i minds what the trouble was. They
• 216 S. Pauline
e
Lakers, 129-06, to win their said internal hemorrhaging had .
surgery.
National occurred and ordered 'Russell
tive
consecu
seventh
said, "and
"I played handball all winter," Hank
Basketball Association crown to bed for four or five days
1
d."
worrie
wasn't
and eighth in nine seasons.
at his Reading home.
I
me.
bother
' it didn't
all over The injury, except for mom- Russell was poked in the eye
But spring training was late September
no
had
tly
by Laker star Jerry West but
Hank, the entary pain, apparenas
Russell he said that "Jerry didn't mean
again. 'the operation and recovery robbed
immediate effect
weeks' play. continued to dominate the play, it. was a scramble and it just
$70,000-a-year s wee t swinger, of two
"My doctor ruling the backboards until happened. It was painful and
.
ramble
to
ready
felt
he
,
Now, though
coach Red Auerbach removed really jolted me for a minute."
said.
he
"
ankle,
told me not to baby the
him from the lopsided game Co-owner Lou Pieri, who detidbits
with six minutes remaining. scribed the Celtics as the greatThe telephonic interview produced other
Russell. who had hit for 22 est team ever, said in Providand big bites of news.
that he is "ready
points and h a ul e d in 30 re- ence, R.
major
,
-player
active
t
highes
"
Hank—owner of the
bounds. was rendered a stand- to start picking up the threads
believe
idn't
ing ovation. He picked up Auer- for plans of a possible sale of
league career batting average, .320—d
game's tough- bach, hugged him bear-fashion the team.
anyone would ever hit .400 again. The
ul. Travplentif
more
now
are
s
pitcher
Fine
er now.
public as football has in the past few years." No, he
ng for
shooti
he's
Hank,
el wears you out. But, said
didn't think all that hullaballoo over the Braves' imchance" to
3000 career hits and feels he has "a good
pending move to Atlanta would wreak havoc on their
the time).
at
366
had
clout 500 career home runs (he
al League pennant chances this year. "All the
Nation
of age,
After 11 major league seasons and at 31 years
are professionals," he said. "We get paid to
guys
"I'll play as
how much longer did he expect to play?
produce."
" he said.
shape,
good
in
legs
my
keep
long as I can
"Will you move your family to Atlanta?"
something
"I'd like to play six more years and then do
"I have no plans for moving to Atlanta," said
Bill Bruton
else." Like what? "Selling real estate.
Hank, who lives in Mequon, Wisconsin. "The people
years ago."
(an ex-Brave) and I started five or six
are all right. But it's still Georgia. That's the only
seek his bad thing about it. Atlanta is a nice town. The only
doesn't
,
Tommy
No, he said, his brother,
in
thing I say I have against Atlanta is it's in Georgia.
advice on hitting. He does try to help Tommy
difare
styles
their
Put it in New York and it'd be a hell of a town."
spring training. But, you see,
best sort \
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AUTO LIABILITY - COLLISION E
INSURANC
FIRE And HOSPITAL drivers
under 25 •

CUSTOM TAILORED
DRAPES
.
111.
• SLIP COVERS
• RUGS • CARPETS
• LINOLEUM • TILE

FREE ESTIMATES
EASY TERMS

90 days or 4.'000 mile warranty on
all late model. FREE oil for the
life of your car.

KEN

Bank Financing-No Fixed Down Payment
$2495

1964 PLYMOUTH Sport Fury

R 1., H.T., Auto., Fact. Air, 23,000 Miles

$1295

1963 CHEVROLET 11 300
6 Cyl., R H., Extra Clean

SI895

1964 VALIANT V-200
A Dr., R H , Fact. Air

,S1495

1963 BELVEDERE
Dr., R.H., Acton,

V.8 P.S.

$1895

1962 IMPERIAL

To PRESERVE
les RAT/NG
45 PRo ChAAIR
AMoN6
GPoUP/4oer
rthi AnirePs)

R.H.,

S 895

2 Dr., 6 Cyl., Heater, Extra Clean

$2595

1962 IMPERIAL "CROWN

41 Dr., H.T., Green, Autom., V•8, One Owner,
29,000 Actual Miles

**'25 pa'yomwennt-kir

$595

1958 CHRYL, WAGON
R H., Air Conditioned

1959 PLYMOUTH 2 Dr., Heater,
1957 PLYMOUTH V-8 Aut•m
1960 PLYMOUTH

1960
1955

sharp

$595

6 C yl., 4 Dr., H.T.
PLYMOUTH V-8 Autom., R.H.
PACKARD 35,000 MI
On

CIVIL SERVICE JOBS
A LIFETIME OF
INCOME-OPPORTUNITY
SECURITY
BOYS—GI RLS---1 8 TO 5 5

MEN—WOMEN
Grammar School Sufficient
For Many Jobs
This Is Your Opportunity
PREPARE NOW FOR

$495

CIVIL SERVICE POSITIONS
IN YOUR AREA
And Keep Your Present job While Training

5695
5595

If ass are a U.S. citizen—ineeeeeted in your future.
receive full infornsatien en how to get a government iob. list if Civil Service positions and salarie,.
for which we can train you. Mail below to:

Plymouth
Chrysler

OS
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SP
L
BIL
525-0581
310 UNION

sieer:ng k
' 4-door 14 T. Power

FINANCING NO PROBLEM
WE OWN OUR FINANCE CO.

Arts Appreciation Presents the

85 4-4

blu• Interior.
LeRabre 4-door. Full power, whits with
E.Nible nhrp

995 $ 895
'61 Corvairic trap.. Solid $
white. Real eherp:
4-Door. Automat
MANY MORE TO CROOKE FROM

TOSCA
Tuts. May 11,

$2795 $2495
at
'63 Wildc
Cp.. Fact. air. power. Sharpies. r.'
$1295 $1185
'60 BuickSIT. Fact. air. power.
Duff.
2-dr.
LeSabre
5
5 $149
. . ......$169
'61 Buick
power. Nice'
leeSabre 4-door sedan. lOactory air and
$1795 $1645
Olds
'62 0,,
row•r and Air. Double
'64 Wildcat Dower. $3295 $2975
4 dr. Sc?. E'art. all- and
$3195 $2985
'64 Buick Fact, air and power.
LeSahre Cony.
$3295 $2985
a
'63 Rivier
n1,4
Fact, alr, leather 1st , all power. Real
5 $1790
$199
'62 Olds
Duff.
S,Incr 54 4 de . 14 T. Air and power.
$1995 $1765
'62 Buick
power. (01
LeSabrn 4..', Fact, air and
$1395 $1175
lac •
'59 Cadil
Andan Del/ Fart, air, power. Niro
$1195 $ 995
'60 Buick

p.m.

T•b•Idi,
Scoff. Pedlar, alit, Hersh,
Goodloe, IleldwIn..
Posenstoclo, conducting

Bluff City Buick
739 Union

525.5376

si , SO
1 00
1050
150
10 SO
$00
S DO
040

ORDERS FOR TICKETS
are filled on It,. date of re.
ceipt. Remittance I stamped
self.addressed envelope must
accompany mail end.,,.
Checlis paslable to Arts Ap•
precialion, Inc.

There's
a tall, handsome Bird
in your future
Gaze

$595

The Spot Financing — EZ Terms

•

Dtatrobstal by am; resew*, limbisde

$2495

1962 CHEVROLET

62

Cpc

FOR BEST SEATS, ORDER NOW! .
44 W. Court St.
ARTS APPRECIATION
Phone 524-10111
BOX OFFICE

St 495

Air Cond., P.S., V•8, Sharp

1 11^TI,Rt,,
,

2

. . . .$2895 $2575
Grand PrixReal
'63Fact,
sharp.
air, powea.

Direct from the New York
METROPOLITAN OPERA HOUSE

Maw floor, 1s1 20 rows .
Balance main floor
Circle Sec. 2, 3 and 4
Circle Si,. S and 4
rewt
ialceny, 1,1
Nest 4 rows
Balance balcony
Gallery

„ Sharp
4 Dr., Autorn., 6 Cyl.

Autom.,

IS

5
$1795 $159
t
'63 Come
tian... Sharp.
custom -tin. II.T. Solid black,
$1795 $1495
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'60 Cadill
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fill
air,
Fact
4-Dr.
895 S 795
$
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Ponti
'59 4-dnor. Factory air anti power
Starchiet
$2595 $2385
'63 Buick

OPEN mrEs 'Ti!, 9 P.M.

Air Cond., Atuorn

1964 DODGE Polara

ALL CARS GUARANTEED

Super
Sharp.

Clements,
Soar., Pra
Silber
Solo', conducting

Extra Nice

1963 GAL. FORD

SOUTH

5
$2395 $227
'63 Buick. Fact, air, full power,
32,000 initial miles.
LeSabre. 4-Dr
Like new.
$1095 $ 995
'59 Olds

Mea. May 10. t P.m.

$1095

Dr., P.S., P.B., R.H

BEST CARS
power. 4,,l .• har -e'.
LeSabre Coml. Frt. air, full
Shot To.

2 Dr., P.S., P.B., Foci. Air, V•13

1960 PONTIAC

•

WAS

Alesandet, Merrill, P•t•rs
.
,
14:
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YOUR 729/5 YEAR
rAl Bars
6E7/7STARTED
IY/Tf/Th/E$0012
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0
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and efficient service, call Now!!
526-2381 or 526-5749

CHANGES
12 FREE LUBES & 12 FREE OIL

RIGOLETTO

frY/10-Z 529007
foR $/50,000
//—srop
AY

quick
If you need free help, advice,

1
Tel. BR 6-443.

METROPOLITAN OPERA

ROSEWALL
Pr/zz TRY

If you need an SR-22 filing at once

•:10

WITH THIS COUPON AND 850
YOU WILL GET A CHICKEN BASKET
AT BLEVIN'S DRIVE-IN
BRING THIS COUPON TO
1188 SO. PARKWAY EAST
GOOD FOR FRI.-SAT. AND SUN.

310

If you are about to loose your license

ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE CO.
: 635 Miss Blvd.
Memphis, Tenn.

BLEVIN'S DRIVE-IN
1188 So. Parkway
948-9222

SPEROS
BILL UNIO
N AVE.

rates
If you are clean and tired of high
license
your
lost
If you have

CANVAS AND
ALUMINUM
DOOR HOODS— .2
CARPORTS
44
111
Telephone Us For
Free Estimate Now!

Russell's Injured Eye
Termed Not Serious

0 Now/
,
AcoaRATE/44
THE RRo TENA95EA'5
ARE 6E7T7//5
iYro Thier
ToURNAMENT
ToaR "167:

If you want the lowest rate for

KEY TRAINING SERVICE OF MEMPHIS
Room 103, DuP aim Bldg..?? So.r2n4 5t.-527.9167
,
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IF YOU NEED MONEY
WE NEED YOU
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JEWELRY FIELD
WITH SARAH COVENTRY
Must Have High School Education,
Car & Phone

FOR AN EARLY
INTERVIEW
CALL 946-2129
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BETTER BUY AT
•
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HE245RF0 FSUMFOMERRD
INE MUSTANG
/L
..1/1..10% IS HERE
See The All New
1965 MUSTANG
Now On Display

1

MUSTANG

New Fastback

2+2(above) has joined the Mustang
Hardtop and Convertible.

7RADE IN ACCEPTED

'63 T-Bird
Pnwrr & Air.
Per M1

'63 Fastback
3 to Choose From.
Per Mo.
Notes

$54.11

'64 Galaxie 500
I."ad ed
P r
Not" $59.86'

Country Sedan. Sharp.
Per Mo.

$39,96

'63 Falcon
Automatic, Air Cond.
Per Mo.
Notes

$39,94

5

'64 Fairlane

4-door Sedan. V•tl. automatic. Still in warranty.
Per Mo.
Notes

$49,51

'61 Starliner
k

Sherri el a

5
5
5

$39.94

Notes

'61 Falcon

$29.67 Pir

0

wa gon

P

$32.28 Per Mo.

Notas

'58 Olds
Wagon.

5

Notes $22.78

Per m°.

'59 Triumph
Notes

$27,50 Per

-

'60 Falcon
Today'. Special
Per Mo

Notes $

1 8.97

'56 Ford
Pickup. Extra Shaio
Not"

$23.86 Par Mo

'64 Ford

Deluxe model. Stvleside.
Long wheel base. loaded.
Per Mts.
Notes

$54,19

'63 Ford
Styleside V B. Radio &i
Heater.
•
Per Mo
Notes

$40,53

'61 Ford
Air fond.

$26,51

Per Mo

"
Not

Up to 36 Mos.
On Abov•
Will trade far anything of value.

Up to 36 Mos. on Above

HERFF FORD
2450 Summer
Phone 458-1151
*If Yau Qualify

so
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CHUCK HUTTON CO.

jIntroduce New Plastic Track
At Laurel Raceway June 18

'61 Ford

5
5

P..

Deluxe Model. Loaded
No+st

111111111111111111111111=11By BILL LITTLE

needed outdoor recreation facilities In national, state, county
and local parks. Nearly 88 billion matching funds will be
made available to states which
come up with comprehensive
plans for increasing their outdoor recreation opportunities.
Among this legislation is the
Land and Water Conservation
Act, the Wilderness Bill, the
Federal Highway Act, the Urban Renewal Bill and the Economic Opportunity Act.
Cyclists are hoping for early
action which will provide trails
like the 52 miles of bike paths
In the New York City park system, or those in the Chicago
Park District, Cook County
Forest Preserve, Petapsco State
Park in Maryland, and many
others.
Aware of this need, thousands
communities,
American
of
schools, PTA's civic and service
groups are offering encouragement. Many of them will be
sponsoring special bike rodeos,
field days, hikes, safety programs and other bike activities
during May, American Bike
Month, cooperating with local
bike retailers and the domestic
bicycle industry to show their
support of cycling in the community.

GAS PAINS

'63 Ford

1

In his recent conservation
message to Congress, President
Lyndon B. Johnson said "... the
forgotten outdoor's-nen of today
are those who like to walk, hike,
or ride bicycles. For them we
must have trails as well as highways. We can and should have
an abundance of trails for walking, horseback riding and cycling. Our doctors recommend
such activities for fun and fitness."
The president added that he
was requesting Secretary of the
Interior Stewart L. Udall . . .
"to encourage a national system of trails building up to more
lthan • hundred thousand miles
of trails in our national parks
and forests."
Secretary Udall is delighted
with the prospect He said, of
building bicycle paths, "We
must do this if we are to overcome the tyranny of the automobile."
Also delighted are America's
57 million cyclists—youngsters,
teenagers, college students,
young adults and senior citizens
—riding for fun, fitness, outdoor recreation and economical
transportation.
Congress has already passed
legislation which will provide
funds for these and other much

Carver And Douglass
Unbeaten

$79.86

Notes

SPORTS
HORIZON

AM&N Coach Will
Speak At Banquet

NO MONEY
DOWN:
4°.'s

President Johnson Remeneets
The forgotten Outdoorsma

1956 PLYMOUTH
1957 FORD

$595

1957 OPEL

"Speas goes
to my head"!

1957 DODGE

$595

1958 CADILLAC

VALUABLE PRIZES
For Correct Answer

When They Went After Him
They Kissed Him
They Thought They Had Him
But They Missed.

What Am I Really Saying?
If you know the answer, write
REV. Z. H. HARRIS
1056 Dent Rd., Fads, Tenn.

A

SPEAS
VINEGAR

1170 Union Ave.
PH. 275-8143

ri

Apple Cider or White Distilled

SO

$795

45 YEARS WITH DODGE
We

Uses
FREE! 28-page booklel,'Why Didn'tSomeone TellMe About All Those
City, Mo.
n Ave., Kansas

fOr Vinegar." Writ.:SPEAS COMPANY,2400 Nicholso

$22500 DOWN
471 FIRNWOOD AVWUE

PRIZES WILL BE GIVEN AWAY FOR THE
FIRST THREE CORRECT ANSWERS

Lovely 3 Bedroom Home
Separate Living & Dining Room
Wall to Wall Carpeting
Huge Kitchen—Family Room
Many Extras

Sunday
Heard on WDIA every
from 6:30 to 6:45 p.m.

Call for Details Mrs. Barbara Martens 398-6618
Mrs. Isola Herndon Broker
1529 Madison Ave.
276-4426

New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
$3.50:
One year $6.00 Six months
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
10

Street Address
City

Zeno Me

&eft
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Superior Cadets Honored At NDCC Review Ceremony

and Mrs. and Mrs. M. L. Jones, 374
Whitney, 681-F Geor- Olive; Cadet Master Sgt. Milgia, and Cadet Sgt. Michael L. ton Lane, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wiliams, son of Mr. and Mrs. Julius Lane, 987 Mason. and
Cadet Private Delmar McCortLt. Col. C. M. Gooch, Jr., nessee Army Reserve Subsec-ing officer for the National De-ceremony held Monday night,
E. Williams, 1.538 Marianna.
with Cadet Col. William Har- Murlin Campbell,
commanding officer of the Ten- tor Command, was the review-tense Cadet Corps reviewApr
WASHINGTON: Cadet Maj. dichie, son of Frank McConil 20, at Melrose stadium per of Carver High school as
Cadet Second Lt. Reuben Nathaniel Perry, son of Mr. dichie, 1435 LeFlore.
battalion .commander.
Polk, son of Mrs. Leatrice
The reviewing party includ- Walker, 2188 Shannon; and
ed Lee C. Thompson, assistant Cadet Private Preston Garrett,
101041 DiSfiUtil 6014PANY, IYC, Ai
VINISIllt 86 MOOF 66% GIMP 114111144 525115.
superintendent of administra- son
of Mrs. Corrine Garrett,
tive services, Memphis City
1/4
1535
Ellington.
Board of Education; Taylor C.
D. Hayes, director of T. H. HAMILTON: Cadet 2nd Lt.
Hayes and Sons Funeral Home, William Dickerson, son of Mr.
donors of drill meet trophies;
Mrs. Booker T. Dickerson,
Jack Maurer, Radio Station 1312
Cummings; Cadet
WLOK, donor of this season's
rifle team trophies, and Mel- Bennie Matlock, son of Mr. and
vin Conley, principal of Doug- Mrs. Charles Matlock, 969 S.
lass High school.
McLean, and Cadet Corporal
Drill team trophies won dur- Hal Zerges, .son of Mrs.
X L.
ing last week's drill team comGarner,
petition were presented to Carver High school, first place OTHERS HONORED
LESTER: Cadet Lt. 'Col.
winner; Douglass High school,
second
place
winners, a n d Samuel Caviness, son of
Hamilton High school, which and Mrs. John
Caviness, 811 S.
captured third place.
Parkway east; Cadet 2nd Lt,
CITATIONS AND RIBBONS
Superior Cadet citations and Henry Key, son of Mrs. Carrie
ribbons were presented to the Key, 264 Tillman, and Cadet
following cadets from compet- Sgt. Charles Taylor, grandson
ing schools.
of Mrs. Josie Hilliand, 716 CarCARVER: Cadet Maj. Sylpenter.
vester Scott, son of Mr.
and
MANASSAS: Cadet Lt. Col,
Mrs. Sylvester Scott, Sr., 197
W. Davant; Cadet Capt. Larry William Charles Hurd, son of
Woodard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Leon Hurd, 1008
Robert Woodard, Jr., 332 W. N. Manassas;
Cadet First Lt.
Waldorf, and Cadet Sgt. RobEarl Stron, son of Mr. and
ert Betts, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Elmer Hester, 911 WoodKermit L. Betts, 355 W. BurThat's why 7 Crown is
awn; and Cadet First Sgt.
dock.
'my whiskey'to more people—and
Eddie McMullen, son of Mrs.
DOUGLASS: Cadet Maj.
for the very best of reasons.
Verline McMullen, 1041 N. SevChris Crawford, son of Mrs.
When better whiskey goes in,
enth. 1,4
better drinks have to come out.
MELROSE: Cadet Lt. Col.
Say Seagram's and be Sure
Edwin Clifton Sanders, son of
Mrs. A. D. Greene, 1274 Castalia; Cadet Capt. George
Whitney, son of Mr.
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This is'The Sure One'

DRESS DESIGNERS — Tennessee State budding fashion
stylists display the creations they designed and made as
projects in flat pattern adaptation as a part of their class
work in clothing and textiles. Shown wearing their coy'

tumes

Visiting Prof To
Speak At Seminar

to r.) are Home Economics majors Eleanor
junior; Revecca Lytle, senior; Patricia Starnes,
junior; and Linda Pegues, senior. (Photo by Clanton, III)
(I.

Walker,

Dr. Gerald C. Mueller, professor of biochemistry at the
University of Wisconsin at
Madison, Wisc., will visit Memphis on Friday, April 30, to
speak at a seminar at St. Jude
Children's Research hospital.
Dr. Mueller will speak at
noon in the hospital assembly
Automation has provided the
Most seem convinced the cur- r000m on 'MHolecular Events
motivation behind the orgaiza- rent racial crisis stems from
inthe Replication of Animal
tion of the civil rights move- the Negro's rising hopes that
ment, two
" the changes which ocCentral
Michigan segregation is about to end, or Cells,
University professors have as- that Negro education
has reach- cur as cells divide.
serted.
ed a higher average.
His talk will conclude the
Mechanical
cotton
pickers,
Dillingham and Sly say, conhospital's 1964-65 seminar se-tractors and chemical weed kill- trary to rsore accepted
thought,
ers have driven thousands of mec'ianization
of the cotton "es. The weekly seminars will
Negroes off the farm in the fields has displaced so many
resume in
last decade, Profs. David F. Negroes that it has hurt Negro
Sly and harry C. Dillingham job chances even in the North
said.
am: thus the movement.
The csintentions came at lb:. "The future looked bleak for
Population Association of Amer- the Negro's access
to employica convention held here this ment," they stated. They cited
week. It was a wide departure and article by Sidney M. WilMORE
from most theories of the cause helm and Edwin H. Powell,
of the freedom movement.
"Who Needs The Negro?"

Automation Is Crux Of Rights
Issue, Say Mich. Professors

SUMMER SPECIALS

ON AIR CONDITIONING
CENTRAL-UNITS • WINDOW -UNITS
FANS
Home Remodeling — Den Additions
Kitchens Remodeled
F H.A and CONVENTIONAL FINANCING
FREE ESTIMATES

KLONDYKE
"ow

CAN YOU USE
CASH?
CITY FINANCE
(ONVENIENT

SPECIAL THIS WEEK ONLY

1959 DESOTA 2 Dr. Hi., F.P., F.A.

toCATioN5
WHERE COiks DKr 01)
001 PRMAINTIAL
SERVICE'

s595

Beautifui

$1195

VT Stand Transm.., R.H., Factory Air

1965 MUSTANG

Solve Your Problems '
With 3 Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan

$1395

2 Dr. H T. Y•8 Stra, Drive

1963 CHEV. U

60 Flat Monthly Payments
Cask Yof
Ger—
500.00
$1,000.00
$1,500.00
$2,000.00.....
$2,500.00
$5,000.00

s1595

Wagon 6 Cyl., Autom., Fully Equipped 2 Dr. Autom.

1962 CHEV,
2 Dr. Autom

Animas.
Mo.
Payments
S 12.90
$ 23.70
$ 34.50
$ 45.50
S 56.20
$110.52

Be Wise! Choose

'2195 UP 1963 CHEV.
Hardtop. V-8. Automatic Trans-

Impala 2 Dr
mission. (4 to choose from)

88 station wagon, factory air. power steering
and brakes, tinted glass. Beautiful white
with red vinyl interior. Double barrel sharp.

A

1695

5995

1961 CHEV.

Bel Air 2-door sedan. 6 cylinder, automatic
trans., Like new.

1961 FORD

Cent.. 4-door, good sound transportation

1956 CHEV.

5395

4-door. V-8. Autom. Excellent Cond.

1960 CHEV.
4-door, 6 CY! . Navy Blue & Very
Cond.. Good Tires.

5595

1959 BUICK
Lesabra, 4 Or ,

'295

1643
Good

12 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

fine

CHEAP TRANSPORTATION
2 Dr. 6 Cyl. Autom., R. H.

State Savings Bank

'1495

Bel Air 4-door. V-8 automatic trans.
quality car at low economy price.

11195

1958 BUICK

YOUR NAME

Mother's name

Bentcn

Address

attemptin

Number of papers wanted weekly

Phone number

along

wi

Mail tor TR1-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
.

lassified Ads. .
Special Services

Furn. For Sale

PEST
EXTERMINATING Co.
TERMITES -ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded

NEED MONEY?

1958 CHEV.

SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.

"WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL

1961 CHEV.

1960 OLDS.

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE

CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

Red & White

1964 CHEV

NEWSBOYS

the fall.

FURNITURE 8. APPLIANCE CO.
1284 Jackson Ave.
275-8451

4 Dr

NOTICE

FL 500, V-8, Yellow & White

1959 FORD

I

Alt Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.

'795

1960 CHEV.

'895

Bel Air 4-door sedan, V-8, automatic transmission, white-tires.
Exceptionally low
mileage. This is one of those kind.

Mail In Your News
Stories To The

Tri-State
Defender

South Wellington
Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" Of Any
charges.

236

740 UNION
527.2664
Ivy if is, orf

CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET

WILL BE SHOWN

For Sale

GROCERY STORE
FOR SALE — BY OWNER
1326 Florida St. WH 2-5886
G & S Food Store
double

store—Excel-

lent location. Good terms
to

CADILLAC 1954
4 DOOR SEDAN

a n d
reliable
person. For appointment
call Mrs. Georgia Smith.
WU 2-5886

iesponsible

• Power Steering — Brakes

• Good Condition
• Good Tires
• Price $350.

Help Wanted

MU 3-6822'

O

do at

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
in

NASH
hotly Co

PRINTERS WANTED

For Sale by Chewer, Choice Location
3 Bedrooms Fleldetone Home. Larger
Corner Lot. Fenced bark Yard. Come
see anytime. 792 E. McKellar
9464532.

BUY BONDS

anti:en:Mc

arid Female)
operators,
prooffloormen. Only
personnel should SPply. Wiite, Personnel Dept. c-o
Chicago Defender, 2400
S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago .S0616,
Illinois.

HOME FOR SALE

perienced

MAIDS. GUAR. GOOD NEW
LIVE-IN JOBS. 335-56 PERYORK
WK.
SAKE ADVANCED,
HAROLD EMPLinMENT AriENC
1105 51
LYNBROOK. N. C.
FEMALE HELP WANIV.1)
Attractive, Intelligent. alert; representative for Chicago •gency. 17 No
State It.. Suite 1330, Chicago 2, III.

111

ex-

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COA TS • SHOT GUNS •

Apts. For Rent
FOR SENT
Newly Decorated A pa rtment.
1086 Routh Bellevue
Across from future branch of Union
Planter
Bonk.
Pieper..M
an!
double sarpOrt. floor ruralise
beet. NO
children.

LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED

ON

ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 & 170 REAL STREET JA 6-5300

EPSTEI
N
162-164-

LOAN OFFICE
166 BEALE ST.

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL IA 6-1450

HOUSE FOR SALE
1957 DELMAR
Two bedrooms, living room and
dining room combination.
$250 DOWN, F.H.A.
$1 G.L. PLUS CLOSING
Mr. James Jones, GL 2-5273
MID TOWN REALTY, 452-3146
HOUSE FOR SA1.6

tatkeymer anytime

den iitifill three bedroom brick, living
and dining room combination. flamer., one and a half bath, *at In
hltrhen. all electric. Large e1osete.
realm! air-conditIoned and mating,
double carport. FHA appraisal, (11 or
FHA loan. Call
r Georg. C. Williams — 398-5173 or 327-21.441 —
Methane Realty (W.

trollying

Fel
fellow"

IoatLof
receive

Houses For Salo
LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
DARLING HOUSE
• 3 BEDROOMS •
• DEN •
Modern. Kat in kitchen. Plus
car port. $450 down; inch.des
closing cost Approximation,
$72 month note.
• Shown By Appointment •
Call Mrs. Barber Martenn,
2086618. Mrs Lealo Hendon
(broker), 1529 Madison Ave.

,N)Non
demic
crs of
children
The
offered
part'of
the nee
Nita;

/150 Month
Call 116-1/78

LOAN

Declari
more mu
days,"
Price thi
trustees
increase
by $5)3 .
$25 a s•
begi
n.,ster.
Studen ,
paying
Next fall
eral fee
a year.
In a
M0yn
Price tv
'iSshol
al Defe
be trier

Pe
Of

Salesmen
and'
saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertising
the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tema.

1110 ?using Nmno NOW
For sale or aw•p Dodge Car for Diamond or what have you, the value — Matson aalarlai. No waiting to start
work. No experience
398-4618
needed. Nicest
hornets.. Enioy Own room
with TV.,
6
$1980 Super 88 Oldsmobile 4-13 Sedan are advanced I,. gift on arrival.
Meet your friends Site, heed
Full power. air-cond.. one owner Phone
name and
number of re tetence immediately.
(Male
Call 397-1647
ABLB MAIDS AGSN(Jr
Linotype
163 N. Stein Street
h'reeport. N. Y.
readers and

NOTICE!

'795

4-door, sedan. autom.. 400,00 Act., one ownner miles, Name turn, owner

FRI.,

Large

Autos For Sale

Help Wanted

MUST SETTLE ESTATE, Maids, Guaranteed Good New
WILL SACRIFICE BEDROOM York Live-1n Jobs, $35455
SUITE, LE4THER ROCKER, weekly fare advanced. Harold
KITCHEN CABINETS, PORCE- Employment Agency, Dept, 22,
LAIN TOP TAlit E AND Lynbrook, New York.
CHAIRS, REFRIGERATOR, 2 SPARE
TIME EARNINGS PEW LNG
PORCH CHAIRS, 2 CIIILL OR T Y VINO. W KITE TO 111IX
1541.
W INSPON 581.1134,
ENCLOSE
CHASER.
frA ifrhill 11110.9--A DIN.C.
/ith.88ED ENVELOPE
OR
10c COIN FOR REPLY.
SAT., SUisi. AT 1177
MISSISSIPPI AVE. FROM 9 Light assembly work
to
TO 4.
home. Creslline Co. 68-421 Com683-5611
mercial. Cathedral City Calif.

OIL EVERS Store
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033

RI

grei.In
ma

f•
begin
degree.

•
Th;
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De
Mi
0

